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Environmental Protection 

Environmental protection is that the apply of protective the natural atmosphere by 

people, organizations and governments. Its objectives square measure to conserve natural 

resources and the existing natural atmosphere and, wherever potential, to repair harm and 

reverse trends. 

Due to the pressures of overconsumption, increment and technology, the biophysical 

atmosphere is being degraded, typically for good. This has been recognized, and governments 

have begun putting restraints on activities that cause environmental degradation. Since the 

Nineteen Sixties, environmental movements have created additional awareness of the 

multiple environmental issues. There's disagreement on the extent of the environmental 

impact of act, therefore protection measures square measure often debated. 

Air Division for Air Quality 

The Division for Air Quality's mission is to guard human health and the atmosphere by 

achieving and maintaining acceptable air quality for all Kentuckians. 

What's within the air today? 

Check this air quality for metropolitan areas across Bluegrass State. 

Measuring air quality 

Air quality is rising. Learn additional concerning air observation, the National close Air 

Quality Standards, and the pollutants we tend to live. 

Air allowing 

The allow Review Branch handles the provision, renewal and modification of air 

permits to quite one, 800 facilities across Bluegrass State. 

Permit Needed Reportage 

Information to help permissible facilities within the preparation and submission of 

allow needed reportage documents. 

Online Submittals and Forms 

Submit on-line air allow applications, compliance and look at reports, air unharnesses 

notifications, and emissions inventory knowledge, and pay air emissions fees. 

Asbestos 

Learn additional concerning amphibole rules, safety, coaching and certification here. 
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Air Pollution Complaints 

This page provides info on the way to report pollution complaints in your community. 

Open Burning 

Before you lightweight that burn pile, certify you're doing therefore in a very safe and 

legal manner. Visit this page to find out before you burn. 

Division of Waste Management 

The Division of Waste Management's mission is to guard human health and also the 

atmosphere by minimizing adverse impacts on all Kentuckians through honest, equitable and 

effective waste management programs. 

Emergency response branch 

Coordinates the activities of the department's Environmental Response Team (ERT). 

This team is trained to reply right away to environmental emergencies like accidents 

wherever dangerous materials might are spilled. 

Field operations branch 

The Field operations branch includes one home office and 10 regional offices. 

Employees among every workplace square measure aware of the native waste management 

problems and might answer your queries and considerations (Boyd & Banzhaf 2007). 

Hazardous waste branch 

The dangerous waste branch is delegated authority from the North American country 

Environmental Protection Agency to manage the rules of the Resource Conservation and 

Recovery Act (RCRA). 

Program designing and administration branch 

The Program designing and administration branch provides body and operational support to 

all or any branches within the division (Gómez-Baggethun & Ruiz-Pérez 2011). 

Recycling and native help branch 

The employment and native help branch provide steerage on a broad vary of 

employment and property waste management problems. 

Solid waste branch 

The Solid Waste Branch is liable for process allow applications, reportage documents, 

and charges for numerous varieties of waste management and disposal facilities. 
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Superfund branch 

The program Branch is charged with protective human health and also the atmosphere 

from the discharge of dangerous substances, rock oil pollutants, or alternative contaminants 

into the atmosphere (John & Mace 2006). 

Underground tank branch 

The Underground tank Branch regulates the hindrance, abatement, and management of 

contaminants in regulated USTs that will threaten human health, safety, and also the 

atmosphere. 

Environmental Program 

The Division of Environmental Program Support (DEPS) provides centralized 

laboratory testing for the Department for Environmental Protection.  DEPS support several of 

the department's programs, including: 

1. Underground storage tanks 

2. Groundwater observation 

3. Superfund sites 

4. Permits and compliance 

5. Enforcement 

6. Air toxics 

7. Monitoring of rivers, lakes and streams 

The nature and extent of pollutants square measure determined from analyzing samples 

from air, beverage, close water, wastewater, sediments and soils, fish, chemicals and wastes. 

These samples square measure tested to live levels of minerals, metals, nutrients, pesticides, 

herbicides, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and alternative priority pollutants. 
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